MEMORIAL SERVICE
THAT COMFORTERS WE MAY BE

This program is not so much for the deceased who have received their reward as for the living who will have to comfort family and should take heed themselves.

Reader's instructions in capitals and star points in ()

Soft background music by organist and other music before.

(At nod of reader, star points rise, front of chairs)

IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD

(count hands to front level eyes in Y shape as a book)

AND THE WORD WAS WITH GOD

(repeat above)

AND THE WORD WAS GOD

(emphatically extend hands upward, count 3 drop hands)

AND THE WORD MADE FLESH

(hands as cradle holding infant, count 3 drop hands, go to back of chair, proceeding to altar as reader goes on)

AND THEY SHALL COME TO WORSHIP HIM

(kneel at altar)

AND TRUE WORSHIPERS SHALL WORSHIP THE FATHER IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH.

(rise, take 2 steps back)

THE BELIEVERS CAME TO TAUGH MANY LAMBS.

THE STORY OF ADAM TEACHES THE IMPORTANCE OF FIDELITY TO A SPOUSE AND STICKING TO ALL OBLIGATIONS TO CONSELVES, TO OUR SISTERS AND BROTHERS, TO OUR COUNTRY AND TO OUR GOD.

(last part of Adah's sign, count 3, drop hands to side)

(they will follow similarly for all stations except signs vary)

RUTH BRINGS TO US A LESSON OF CONSTANT DevOTION TO A RIGHTEOUS PURPOSE, AND WE SHOULD NOT TREAT OUR RESPONSABILITIES LIGHTLY.

(Ruth's sign)

COURAGEously, ESTHER ChoSE TO BE LOYAL TO HER PEOPLE AS WE SHOULD BE LOYAL TO OUR FRIENDS, LOYAL TO OUR COUNTRY AND TO GOD.

(last part Esther's sign)

MARtha'S LESSON OF FAITH IS THE GREATES'T FOR WITHOUT FAITH IN A RESURRECTION AFTER DEATH TO A LIFE ETERNAL, THE SUFFERINGS AND TRIALS OF THIS LIFE WOULD BE UNBEARABLE.

(Martha's sign)
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TO BE PUT INTO PRACTICE THE SECOND GREATEST LAW LAID DOWN BY
CHRIST: "THOU SHALT LOVE THY NEIGHBOR AS THYSELF".

(Electa's sign)

JESUS TAUGHT HIS FOLLOWERS OTHER LESSONS
HE THAT SENT ME IS WITH ME.

(reach hands out and draw to breast, count 3, drop hands)

A NEW COMMANDMENT I GIVE YOU THAT YOU LOVE ONE ANOTHER.

(extend hand forward as though reaching partner, count 5, drop hands)

THE CONFRONTER SHALL SAY ALL THINGS TO YOUR REMEMBRANCE.

(right hand to left breast, count 3, drop hand)

(when reader starts again, back to behind chair and turn, proceed to front chair. Either backs to front of chair)

GO YE THEREFORE AND TEACH ALL NATIONS ALL THINGS

THAT I HAVE TOLD YOU.

(in front of chairs)

HAVE MARSHA'S FAITH

(Martha's sign, count 3, drop hands)

AND I WILL BE WITH YOU FOREVER

(raise arms, hands closed forcefully upward, count 5, drop hands)

AND EVER

(repeat)

AMEN

(OES attitude praye, count 3, drop hands, stay in position until reader signals to be seated)